My perfect weekend book would be _The Complete Sherlock Holmes_. It is full of mysteries and thrillers. And after a tiring week, Mr. Holmes relieves me of all kinds of uneasy tensions.

Upasana Roy

For Sundays I prefer _Harry Potter_ books. For me all the _Harry Potter_ books are amazing! The best part is I never get bored of these books.

Moni Jha

Dear 26th, on a perfect Sunday I would love to read _Hunger Games_ with Katniss, Peeta and Gale. Matched by Ally Condie is another book worth reading. I would also love to go on a new voyage while reading _Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea_ by Jules Verne.

Anushka Asadhi

My perfect Sunday storybook will be _Five Points Somewhere_ by Chetan Bhagat, among others. This book teaches us to follow our dreams in a cheerful, inspiring way. I also like the way the book is presented.

Avinash Mondal

My perfect Sunday storybook is _I Too Have a Love Story_ by Satinder Singh. It is a poignant story of the author, who lost the love of his life a few days prior to their engagement. Whenever I read the book, I end up holding it in my arms with teary eyes.

Monashka Seal

My best read on a Sunday will be _A Thousand Splendid Suns_ by Khaled Hosseini. And yes! I want to forget. Professor Siddhi at Shalysts RGN is the best even every time I read it.

Chetana Saha

_A Thousand Splendid Suns_ gives the best company on a Sunday. The tragic Yara Latifa romance makes my eyes moist regardless of the countless number of times I read it.

Chandra Das

My perfect Sunday storybook is _The Fault In Our Stars_. I love reading this book every time.

Suchandra Kundu

My perfect Sunday storybook is _Black Books_ by Jhumpa Lahiri. It is transferable to the crime of reading, romantic stories and is perfect to the last dot.

Smita Sanyal

Usha Dey

My perfect Sunday book is _Wings of Fire_. It traces Dr. A.P. J. Abdul Kalam’s life and offers a little village in Rameshwaram to the peak of success. This biographical account is really inspiring and serves as an excellent guide for the present as well as future.

Zara Tanim

I would pick _Kushum Sunamg_ or any of the titles from the Punjabi series by Gagrak and _Jeevy_ or the Tamil series by Narayan Gangalapandiyar. These are all-time favorites. Besides these books, my Sunday will be punctuated with biting detective and mystery novels. Right now my favorite is busy with Sweet _N_ Spicy _N_ Spicy by Conan Sherlock.

Puhabti Das

My perfect storybook for me is Daryl Datta-Nikhita Singh’s _Sundays_. It is a wonderful story of friendship, love and betrayal.

Pritha Dutta Biswas

I am a bookworm and I love storybooks! They help me escape from reality and immerse myself in a world of imagination. Though I have a habit of finishing books in a day or a few books a week. But if the books I prefer to read time and again bring me a lot of leisure, particularly on Sundays, are the Khudiram Basu books – _The Jungle_ and _A Thousand Splendid Suns_ and _And the Mountains Echoed_. And also the _The Buskin Bard Company_.

Aabhik Ghosh

Sundays are for busting stress and are often called ‘lazy’ Sundays. They cannot be special without a storybook in hand. Flipping through its pages, devouring our time in maximum completeness and gaining new insights. One of my favoriteSunday reads is _The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes_, while reading which I try to unroll the mysteries. Secondly, there are Agatha Christie’s thriller stories. Some romantic books, such as Stephanie Meyer _Twilight_, can also add a touch of relaxation on Sundays. Then, on _Wattpad_, there are stories written by our fellow authors who aren’t famous yet.

Mithunika Roy

For an avid ghost story lover like me, the _Goosebumps_ series by R.L. Stine is perfect on a lazy, dusty Sunday. Reading to the window, sipping coffee, drinking a cup of hot coffee with no mug around in 100 percent cool way.

Saharika Mukherjee

My perfect Sunday storybook would be any Point Seven mystery by Agatha Christie for its gripping plot and unpredictability. The Victorian set up and feminine outlook of things add to my enjoyment.

Papu Dutta

Sundays are always for having fun and what better way than a romantic novel? _Novel_ _Chandrayarn’s_ _Black_ _Judo_. The book surely is a treatise with its intense plot. Enjoying.

Subhajit Sen

My perfect Sunday storybook is either a Dan Brown thriller or an Agatha Christie mystery. Both of these can spice up a lazy Sunday. When one starts reading a new book, it becomes impossible to lose yourself midway. So, I will get enough time to complete one of these books.

Rishi Kaushik

Any book by Nicholas Sparks is a perfect Sunday storybook for me. I love films _Message_ _in_ _a_ _Bottle_ and _ Nights_ _in_ _Rodan_ and I choose. It’s an amazing, short, sweet and love story— a book that gives me all different feelings in one day.

Zara Tanim

I would pick _Kushum Sunamg_ or any of the titles from the Punjabi series by Gagrak and _Jeevy_ or the Tamil series by Narayan Gangalapandiyar. These are all-time favorites. Besides these books, my Sunday will be punctuated with biting detective and mystery novels. Right now my favorite is busy with Sweet _N_ Spicy _N_ Spicy by Conan Sherlock.

Puhabti Das

What does Facebook mean to you? Tell us _Sunday@abp.in_ within 20 words